Hong Kong Celebration

To Sell Your Home:
Make It Clean and Clutter-Free
(NAPSA)—Selling your home
may seem like a daunting task but
it doesn’t have to be. “It is very
important to be clean and clutterfree to show buyers that your
house has been well cared for,”
says Martha Webb, real estate
expert and author. A few helpful
hints can simplify the process and
help lead you to success.
A perfect exterior: The first
challenge is enticing prospective
buyers to come in for a peek.
Make sure that the outside of your
home is in tip-top shape by removing any unsightly objects from the
yard and around the house. All
rakes, children’s toys, garbage
cans and tennis shoes should be
out of sight. Trim the hedges and
cut the grass, and don’t forget
about the flowers!
Make the inside sparkle:
Before the potential buyer steps
foot in the door, you’ll want to
ensure that the inside looks as
beautiful as the outside. Be sure
to clean, clean, clean! If you don’t
have a lot of time to clean, make a
quick pass through the house with
the Swiffer Sweep + Vac, which
combines the Swiffer cloth with a
small vacuum for a quick yet thorough clean. Also try to de-clutter
your house as much as possible.
Having everything neat and organized not only looks nice but also
creates the illusion of space, making your house appear larger. Little touches are important as well
—make sure to put down toilet
seats and straighten out rugs and
pictures.
Create an ambiance: “Build the
essential emotional connection to
help buyers imagine daily life in
your house,” says Webb. All
houses have a distinct personality.
Strive to give your house charac-

(NAPSA)—Close to 40 percent of
U.S. adults have visited a national
park at least once in the past five
years, says the Travel Industry
Association (TIA). National parks
offer an affordable way to see pristine natural landscapes, enjoy an
abundance of outdoor activities and
experience the nation’s rich cultural
heritage. Park concessioners like
ARAMARK Parks & Resorts help
travelers make the most of their
national park vacation by offering
lodging, food service and activities
to maximize fun. To make the most
of a national park, visit www.ara
markparks.com for Internet specials and package deals.
Manufacturers continue to
work on technologies to make the
paint selection process as much
fun and as easy as possible. Behr
Paints has spearheaded this
effort, introducing new paint hues,
color selection tools and an interactive computer kiosk. ColorSmart
by Behr, available at The Home
Depot, helps take the guesswork
out or color selection and coordination. You can find more information at www.behr.com.
In a survey conducted by “Pest
Control” magazine, over 70 percent of pest control professionals
said they’d treat their own home
with a liquid undetectable product if it had a termite infestation. Unlike older products, nonrepellent liquid treatments are

ter that will engage prospective
buyers and help it stand out. By
adding soothing smells and
sounds, visitors will be more apt
to think back on the pleasant
atmosphere resonating from
within your home. You can do this
by simply baking cookies and
putting on soft music. Turn on
lamps rather than overhead lights
to avoid unwanted shadows or
glares. Most importantly, make
your pets scarce as they may
intimidate your guests or create
last minute messes.
Satisfy appetites: Everyone is
happy to see food! Be sure to have
something small for your visitors
to nibble on while they are learning about your home. If they are
very hungry when they arrive,
they may be inclined to rush
through the house and not take
the time to really experience all
that your house has to offer. Who
knows—it may even prompt them
to stay a bit longer than intended!
Have plenty of water and cold
beverages on hand in the Spring
and Summer months, as well as
hot chocolate and coffee during
the Fall and Winter.

(NAPSA)—Have a yen to
attend one of the world’s greatest
New Year’s bashes? Hong Kong
hosts an unforgettable Chinese
New Year celebration. During the
2005, Lunar Chinese New Year,
visitors can watch the dazzling
Chinese New Year Parade that
winds along the waterfront in
Kowloon. The parade features

An awesome fireworks celebration draws many to Chinese New
Year celebrations in Hong Kong.
international celebrities and performers, with floats and marching
bands. Other must-sees include a
fireworks spectacular over Victoria Harbour and a multimedia
laser light show, accompanied by
music, narration and pyrotechnics, that light up Hong Kong’s
skyscrapers.
The week-long New Year ’s
themed holiday includes tours,
horse racing, flower shows, shopping, museum visits, and sampling ethnic cuisine.
For more information about
Pleasant Holidays’ Chinese New
Year’s package, visit PleasantHol
idays.com, or call (800) 448-3333
or your travel professional. Kung
Hei Fat Choy—may happiness
and prosperity be yours in the
Chinese New Year!

Survey: Majority Of Americans Support School Vouchers
(NAPSA)—A national study
showed that a majority of parents
give school vouchers a good grade.
“Parents want the freedom to
choose a school based on its quality, not their address,” said Robert
Enlow, executive director of the
Milton and Rose D. Friedman
Foundation. “This study reflects
the support the Foundation encounters every day across the
country—parents want choice.
They want an education that
works for their child, regardless of
whether the school is public or
private.”
The study, sponsored by the
Friedman Foundation, showed
that 63 percent support school
vouchers.
Other findings include:
• Most Americans (64 percent)
support using tax dollars already
allocated to a school district for
education to be used to help parents pay for the school of their
choice.
• About 60 percent of Americans would be more likely to vote
for a candidate supporting school
choice.
• Both Republicans (68 percent) and Democrats (54 percent)
would be more likely to vote for a
candidate supporting school
choice.
• Nearly 70 percent of AfricanAmerican Democrats surveyed
would be more likely to vote for a
candidate supporting school
choice.
• The total number of AfricanAmericans surveyed who favor
school choice reaches 80 percent.
• Even childless taxpayers

Parents want choice—they want
education that works for their
child whether the school is public or private.
support school choice. The majority of parents (65 percent) and
non-parents (64 percent) favor
using tax dollars to send a child to
a school of their choice, whether
that school is public, private or
religious.
Findings for the study were compiled from a telephone survey of 1,001
adult Americans between August 69. Margin of error is +/-3.1 percent.
For full results of the study, go to
www.friedmanfoundation.org.
The Milton and Rose D. Friedman Foundation, dubbed “the
nation’s leading voucher advocates” by the Wall Street Journal,
is a nonprofit organization established in 1996. The Foundation
believes the best way to improve
the quality of education is to
enable all parents to have a truly
free choice of the schools that
their children attend.

Getting Around GERD: One Athlete’s Acid Test

undetectable—termites unknowingly forage throughout a treated
area, quickly passing the termiticide throughout their population.
The leading undetectable product,
Termidor®, is said to wipe out 100
percent of termites in 90 days—
that’s up to six times faster than
baiting. For more information,
visit www.TermidorHome.com.
A variety of factors can interfere
with getting a good night’s sleep.
For example, people sometimes
sleep on the same mattresses and
pillows until long after they have
worn out and lost their support.
For better sleep health, some doctors recommend the SleepStreme™
support pillow. It offers proper
spinal alignment by following the
natural curvature of the head and
neck, to promote non-obstructed
airflow. More information can be
found at www.sleepstreme.com or
by calling 866-342-8151.

(NAPSA)—Many sports fans
don’t know a surprising fact about
one of the greatest Olympians of all
time, swimmer Mark Spitz. While
he continued to break World
records in his early 20’s, his body
wasn’t as invincible as he thought.
Spitz had always led a healthy
lifestyle filled with plenty of exercise and a sensible diet. It came as a
shock when he began to experience
symptoms of acid reflux disease as
an Olympic athlete in his early 20’s.
“During my Olympic training, I
attributed the symptoms to an
overexposure to chlorine and eating too soon before and after
swimming,” says Spitz. “It wasn’t
until the symptoms began to get
in the way of my broadcasting
career in Montreal, which was
four years after retirement, that I
suspected something more serious
must be happening.”
After retirement, Spitz was
officially diagnosed with acid
reflux disease, a condition his
physician thinks he suffered from
throughout his career. The most
common symptoms of acid reflux
disease include persistent heartburn on two or more days a week,
a sour or bitter taste in the mouth
and difficulty swallowing
“The most alarming thing I
learned was that stomach acid was
regularly backing up into my
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Record gold-metal winning
Olympic swimmer Mark Spitz
had a health problem.
esophagus and causing an uncomfortable burning sensation,” says
Spitz. “My doctor explained that if I
had continued to ignore the symptoms, the acid could erode or cause
physical damage to the lining of the
esophagus, which is a potentially
serious condition I hadn’t known
about called erosive esophagitis.”
About one-third of people that
experience frequent, persistent
symptoms of acid reflux disease
also have erosive esophagitis,
which is another reason it’s
important to treat this chronic
condition appropriately. Spitz’s
symptoms subsided after talking
to his doctor and taking a proton
pump inhibitor called N EXIUM
(esomeprazole magnesium).
N EXIUM is recommended for
treating frequent, persistent
heartburn and other symptoms
associated with acid reflux disease. The drug is also approved
®

for healing erosive esophagitis.
Studies show that up to 94 percent of patients were healed with
N EXIUM . Most erosions heal in
four to eight weeks. Individual
results may vary, and only a doctor can determine if erosions to
the esophagus have occurred. The
most common side effects of NEXIUM are headache, diarrhea and
abdominal pain. Symptom relief
does not rule out the existence of
other serious stomach conditions.
About AstraZeneca
AstraZeneca is a major international health care business
engaged in the research, development, manufacture and marketing of prescription pharmaceuticals and the supply of health care
services. It is one of the world’s
leading pharmaceutical companies with health care sales of over
$18.8 billion and leading positions
in sales of gastrointestinal, oncology, cardiovascular, neuroscience
and respiratory products. In the
United States, AstraZeneca is an
$8.7 billion health care business
with more than 11,000 employees. AstraZeneca is listed in the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index
(Global and European) as well as
the FTSE4Good Index.
For more information, visit
www.purplepill.com or call 1-877REFLUX2.

